
 

 

TOP STORIES 

In this newsletter | A welcome from our project partners 

Since U-Multirank’s first release of results in 2014, we’ve brought transparency to the world of university rankings and 
raised the possibilities for student choice. When I think back to when I was a business studies and economics student, I 
wish there had been… more. 

Does university age count? | U-Multirank’s new readymade rankings by university age 

We may admire the vitality of youth, but we venerate the wisdom of age. When it comes to           
universities, does age count in the same ways? U-Multirank’s latest analysis reveals that… more. 

IN THE NEWS 

Community engagement | Can it be measured? 

Most international league tables of universities look at one 
thing: research. But universities can be about so much 
more. There’s teaching for starters. Many are also                
powerhouses of economic development and centres of 
regional growth and employment. Few manage to do all 
these things at the same time, and to ignore these 
measures of success is to... more. 

    U-Multirank in the Media  

    New Study to Gauge University Outcomes Proposed 

    UK & Swiss Universities Fare Well in Global Ranking 

    The Era of Rankings by Subject is Coming 

    See our “Press” section for more. 

SEE YOU THERE 

Issue III, November 2015                                                                               To subscribe, click HERE. 

MEASURES THAT MATTER 

International players | Understanding international orientation of bachelor/master programmes  

The world is shrinking. Telecommunications and travel mean that graduates and academics might find themselves 
working anywhere from Toronto to Timbuktu. Similarly research funding and partnerships are increasing                    
internationally. The global focus of universities – or what U-Multirank calls “international orientation” – is therefore a 
cutting edge issue for any institution that wants to... more. 

BEHIND-THE-SCENES 

Introducing Folge 3 | Web tool, tech and design 

Folge 3 are the tech wizards in the U-Multirank team. Since joining the consortium in 2013, they have 

been responsible for the innovative web tool.  

The key to an easy-to-use interface is... more. 

DON’T FORGET 

Friday, 6- Saturday, 7 November 2015 
SGroup General Assembly 2015 | Las Palmas de GC, Spain 

Thursday, 12 November 2015 
Wettbewerb der Hochschulen... | Bern, Switzerland 

 

For the full list of events, see our Calendar. 

Network of coordinators: U-Multirank is launching an  
initiative for supporting universities. Full details in the next 
newsletter. Watch this space. 

Nominate your peers: Don’t see a university you want to 
compare with? Nominate them today and we’ll invite 
them for the 2017 edition. For more information on how 
to nominate your peers, click HERE. 

UNIVERSITY SPOTLIGHT 

NOVA University 

We shine our spotlight on the diverse universities profiled by U-Multirank. This month: Universidad 
NOVA de Lisboa (NOVA University) in Lisbon, Portugal. Founded in 1973, NOVA University proves 
that young universities can develop strong research profiles. NOVA received ... more. 
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